Occlusion is an unavoidable subject in most machine vision areas. Recognition of partially-occluded hand gestures is an important problem. In this paper a new algorithm is proposed for the recognition of occluded and non-occluded hand gestures based on matching the graphs of gestures in an eigenspace.
Introduction
The use of hand gesture recognition in Human Computer Interaction has been addressed in the literature. [I] It is a more natural way compared with the use of keyboards, mice, etc. Current approaches to the recognition of hand gesture are often based on statistical methods to extract the features of different shapes of hand in a sequence of images. However, many other different approaches have been introduced as well. Spatio-temporal hand gesture recognition using neural networks Also recognition of hand gestures in the case of occlusion is an open area. In this paper we will discuss the problem of gesture recognition of the human hand and approaches based on Principal Component Analysis (F'CA). A new algorithm for the recognition of unoccluded and partially occluded gestures based on PCA and graph matching is presented. In the next section the problem of recognition of gesture is addressed. In Section 3 we discuss PCA, its application to gesture recognition and we give an overview of some other work in this area. In Section 4 a very general overview of the problem of graph matching is discussed. Section 5 is dedicated to our proposed new algorithm based on graph matching and its power in recognising partially occluded hand gestures. In Section 6 we discuss the parallel nature of the proposed algorithm. In Section 7 we give the results of some experiments. And some discussion and conclusions are stated at the end of the paper.
Problem statement
An approach to hand gesture recognition uses Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and projects the sequence of hand shapes into an eigenspace. From the mathematical point of view PCA is "reducing the dimensionality of a data set in which there is a large number of interrelated variables, while retaining as much as possible of the variation present in the data set." Herein, it is assumed that in the sequence of input images the hand has been segmented from the background. This leads to the following definition of the problem:
"Given a sequence of images containing a hand gesture, find the best fit of the sequence to a known gesture, the direction of the gesture, the start and end point of the gesture in the case of complete and partially occluded gestures."
Projection of gesture into eigenspace
By projecting the sequence of images into the eigenspace, each frame of the input sequence maps to a point in the eigenspace. In this research we kept the variation of illumination as small as possible and in experiments we tried to use the same illumination for different gestures. Based on this hypothesis we collect many examples of each gesture, calculate the covariance matrix and form a subspace. During the training phase each gesture generates its own subspace. The projection of the input sequence of images into its own subspace forms the "main manifold" of that subspace. Figure 1 shows the main manifold of a gesture used in our experiments. This manifold belongs to the movement of the V sign from the upright position to the horizontal position (Figure 2) . The resolution of the images is 32x32. Therefore the resulting covariance matrix is 1024x1024 and each eigenvector has 1024 elements.
Bipartite graph matching
The bipartite graph matching problem is finding a set of pairwise disjoint edges of a bipartite graph based on a special characteristic of edges. This problem has been widely used in various subfields of science and technology [ 16] [ 141.
Finding the optimal solution of the graph matching problem has been addressed widely in the literature [13] [14] [16] . Due to the NP-Completeness of the problem finding the optimal solution requires exponential time. However, a suboptimal or approximative solution can be satisfactory in some cases with polynomial processing time [16] .
The graph-matching algorithm we introduce here finds a suboptimal match of two graphs. It is based on finding the shortest edges of a complete bipartite graph. Each sequence of input frames generates a manifold in its own eigenspace. Other gestures generate different manifolds in the subspace as shown in Figure 3 . Finding the best (suboptimal) match between the main manifold of a particular gesture and the manifold of an unknown gesture is the main problem in this paper.
New algorithm for gesture classification

Constructing subspaces
Like other recognition systems we have to have a training phase as well as recognition phase. In the training phase we collect a certain number of known gestures and we construct the eigenspace of each individual gesture. By projecting every input sequence into its own subspace we get the main manifold of that subspace. In the recognition phase we find the best match of a given unknown gesture to the already known gestures.
By projecting the input sequence of unknown gestures into all the n subspaces we get n manifolds of the unknown gesture, 
Constructing graphs
Each manifold can be represented as a directed graph whose vertices (nodes) are the means of groups of points in the manifold. So we can divide the manifold into v vertices connected by e = v -1 edges. Labelling the vertices with numbers from 1 to v, Figure 5 , identifies the direction of the graph. Figure 5 . The graph of the main manifold and the numbered vertices.
Now let the graph G = ( V, E ) of a manifold where v = I G l is order of graph and e = llGll is the number of edges.
Matching graphs
Now we start to find the best (suboptimal) match of every pair of directed graphs M i = Match (Gi , Gi) , i=l, ..., n. The graph-matching algorithm is as follows:
Given two graphs we construct a complete bipartite graph of their sets of vertices as Figure 6 . As can be seen from Figure 7 a vertex from G: can remain with more than one edge because a vertex of G:
can be the closest vertex to more than one vertex of Gi .
The second stage of the matching process finds a graph with vertices that each has only one edge connected to it. For G,! we find the shortest edge connected to each of its vertices and eliminate other edges. At the end of this stage we remove all the vertices of G, without any edge connected to them. Therefore we get a set of nodes which is a subset of first set ( r Cv ). Now we have two sets of vertices r , r ' w i t h the same number of nodes and one-to-one edge connected between two sets.
Classification and decision-making
As we have seen the graph-matching algorithm reduces the number of nodes of two sets of vertices while it's . finding the shortest edges of the bipartite graph. So one can conclude that if the vertices of two graphs are distributed along the same trajectory in the eigenspace the number of vertices after the matching process will be greater than in the case of two graphs with different trajectories, Figure 8 . For example in the second case in Figure 8 some of the vertices of say first set are closest to many vertices of second point and vice versa. We could say the unknown gesture belongs to the group of known gestures with maximum number of matched vertices. Of course for almost the same number of vertices we consider the mean value of the distances of matched vertices. Figure 9 shows an occluded gesture with respect to the main manifold. The points of the partially occluded gesture are distributed along some parts of the main manifold. After the graph matching process the remaining vertices of the graph of the main manifold show the start and end point of the partial gesture with respect to the main manifold. It's necessary to say that we only deal with the input images that have the whole hand not the images in which a part of hand appeared. That is another problem that we have to work on in the future.
Occlusion recognition
Sense detection
The "sense" of a gesture means doing gesture in a direction or opposite one. In other words, for example, moving a special shape of the hand from left to right or from right to left, Figure 10 . By looking at the sequence of labels of vertices of two sets of matched graphs we could recognize the direction of unknown gesture with respect to the direction of the main manifold (gesture). 
The algorithm
In the following algorithm we refer to and e(i, as a vertex and edge of a graph respectively. The algorithm is summarized as follow: 
Parallelising the algorithm
Although as the number of vertices of a graph is incremented the processing time of the graph matching algorithm increases as well, the whole classification algorithm is naturally parallel at different levels. While the projection process of an unknown gesture into many different subspaces and finding the matched subgraph of each subspace can be distributed to many processing units, the graph matching process algorithm is inherently parallel and can be distribute to many processing elements as well, 
Experimental results
We did hundred experiments to recognise the input occluded and non-occluded gestures and classify them into 10 different known gestures. Figure 14 shows the gestures we used in our experiments.
With this number of experiments we got 99% recognition rate by using 7 principal components (F' C) and 40 vertices in each graph.
In Figure 12 the recognition rate versus number of principal components is shown. With 7 PCs we have the highest recognition rate (equal to 99%). The effect of noise makes the results worse using more than 7 PCs. Also -the number of vertices in each graph has significant effect on the recognition rate. Figure 13 
Discussion
Although the proposed algorithm is not the perfect solution to the problem of hand gesture recognition it has good advantages because of its features in recognizing partially occluded gestures, detection of start and end point of gesture, direction of gesture and its parallel nature. Since at the moment we take out the image frames in which the shape of the hand is occluded, one of the future tasks is the automatic recognition of the occluded frames. Also recognition of "co-articulation" , where one gesture influences the next, is another point to be worked on.
Conclusion
In this paper we have introduced a new algorithm based on a graph matching technique for classification of different gestures. The main advantages of this algorithm were discussed in detail and a view of expected future improvements to this algorithm described. At the end some experimental results were shown. 
